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Hear From Breeze Customers
10 reasons why people love, trust, and recommend Breeze
in their own words — and why you and your clients will, too.

1

Simple and user-friendly

2

Helpful and knowledgeable

3

Best product and customer service

4

Never pushy

5

Incredibly convenient

6

Educationable and aﬀordable

7

Honest and helpful family company

8

Wow, exceeded expectations

9

Great rates and no surprises

10

Breeze is rated Excellent

“Easily the best experience I've had applying for any kind of insurance. Simple and user-friendly online application and a fantastic
customer service team. They were very proactive and communicative throughout every step of the process, responded quickly to any
questions I had, and were extremely helpful and kind. Would recommend highly!” – Elizabeth R.

“The entire Breeze team were really helpful and knowledgeable about what I needed from a policy. Also, It was way easier to sign up
and get enrolled than anticipated, highly recommend!” – Denny White

“After shopping around and looking into other insurance companies, Breeze was the clear winner. Their website was simple to navigate,
they provided clear descriptions of my options and pricing, and I received one-on-one service via phone, email and text. We figured out
the customized policy that would give me the protection I needed and from there setting it up was quick and easy. Amazing service!”
– Bianca N.

“I don't see how getting Disability Insurance could have been any easier. Breeze was helpful from start to finish and was never pushy to
make the sale.” – Daniel J

“The application process was smooth - having the para-med come to our home to help with the labs/exam was incredibly convenient.
We're glad to have this important to-do checked off our list!” – Brenna Jensen-Baucum

“I am really happy that I came across this company. The whole process from start to finish took less than 15 min. They help understand
complicated insurance terms and break down the enrollment process to easy steps. As a result, I got very affordable disability insurance
with great coverage and a simplified enrollment process.” – Alex G.

“From the beginning it was their honest approach to help guide me to the insurance that best met my families needs. I can't say enough
about how happy we are. My situation created some challenges, but the team at Breeze was extremely patient and helpful as they
explained all the options available at each step of the process. I would recommend them to all my family and friends. Thank you!”
– Robert Akers

“Wow, really easy to apply for disability insurance (or as easy as can be). Kind of like Geico. Great interface; smooth, fast process;
excellent, responsive follow-up and customer service. Any questions I had, they were cheerful, enthusiastic, prompt, and thorough. CEO
even called me to ask how the process was. I told him about a couple of small hiccups, but I feel confident that they will smooth it out
quickly. They seem dedicated to offering a great service. Highly recommend.” – Michelle Cheuk

“Prompted by life changing circumstances and Dave Ramsey's FPU recommendations, I went searching for LTD Insurance. Breeze came
up continuously as the way to go. The online application is simple and easy to navigate. Additionally, you are not lost in the electronic
system. They stay in touch and keep you informed. The ease and benefits of technology while not losing the personalized customer
service. Rates are great, and no surprises.” – Jeremy Spears

Responsive and customer-centric
“Great responsive experience. CEO even called to follow-up and get feedback. Very customer centric team.” – C. Turner

